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A partial integrodifferential equation is studied in which the derivatives of 
highest order also contain a discrete and a distributed delay. By means of abstract 
regularity results, global existence and uniqueness of a strict solution are obtained; 
moreover a characterization of the infinitesimal generator of the solution operator is 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we begin to study wellposedness and stability properties for a 
class of partial functional differential equations. Our investigation differs 
from most of the earlier works in this field because we allow deviating 
arguments to occur in terms which involve partial derivatives of the same 
order of the operator acting on the nondelayed term. 
As a model equation we may consider the following: 
Ut(h X) = %x(4 x> + %(4 x) + u,,(t - r, x) + 1” a(s) u,,(t + s, x) ds, r 
t > 0, x E [O, 1 ] (1.1) 
u@, x) = (D(k x), -r<t<O, o<x< 1; u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = 0, t>0 
where a and (D are given functions and r is a positive number. 
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The equation in (1.1) can be written in the following abstract form: 
u’(t)=Au(r)+Bu(t)+L,u(t-r)+L,u,. (1.2) 
Here u is a function from [-r, +co [ to some function space H and, for each 
t > 0, ut: [-r, 0] -+ H is defined as u,(e) = u(t + 0). Moreover A: D, E 
H + H, B: D, E H + H and L ,: D, E H -+ H are unbounded operators and 
L, is defined in a suitable space of functions from [-r, 0] into D, . In this 
paper we shall assume that H is a Hilbert space (for a reason which will be 
clear later) and shall study (1.2) in the space of square integrable H-valued 
functions. Therefore it is known that we must prescribe a pair of initial data 
(I& u) to the solution of (1.2): 
u(t) = V(f) a.e. in l-r, 01, u(0) = 6. (1.3) 
Now it is proved by Kunisch and Schappacher [ 111 that in order to obtain 
the wellposedness of problem (1.2)-(1.3) we cannot simply assume (r, r) E 
H x L2(-r, 0; H). In [5] Di Blasio proved that the appropriate choice for 
the initial data is to take (r, v) E F x L’(--r, 0; DA) (where F = D,(i, 2) is 
the Lions real interpolation space between D, and H). In [ 51 (1,2) is studied 
in the case B = L, = 0. Finally, in [ 111 a situation is considered in which 
B = L, = 0 and a term with a distributed delay in the first t-derivative is 
added: here the initial data are chosen in a different state space so that only 
the first condition in (1.3) is given. 
In [5] the motivation for the choice of a Hilbert space setting for Eq. (1.1) 
is the application to optimal control problems; whereas in the present paper 
it is the possibility of using the simplest definitions of interpolation spaces 
and the best known sharp regularity results for the abstract inhomogeneous 
evolution equation 
u’(f) = Au(t) +f(t> 
where A generates an analytic semigroup. 
(1.4) 
We cannot give here all the references to partial differential equations with 
delay so we limit ourselves to the class of equations that we are studying 
here, i.e., those in which the delays appear in the highest-order spatial 
derivatives. In addition to the above-mentioned papers [S] and [ 111 we must 
say that (1.2) has been studied by Travis and Webb [ 161 and by Ardito and 
Ricciardi [I] in the case B = L, = 0. The solutions that they found are 
continuous with respect to t with values in a Banach space E so that only the 
initial condition 
u(t) = V(f)? t E l-r, O] (1.5) 
must be imposed. In [ 161 a mild solution is obtained if rl is chosen in a 
suitable space (which in an example similar to (1.1) is made by functions v 
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infinitely differentiable with respect to x); in [ 1 ] the existence of a strict 
solution is proved when r is continuous with values in DA(O + l), 0 ( B < 1: 
here D,(B + 1) = {x E D,, Ax E DA(o)} and DA(e) is a continuous inter- 
polation space between D, and E (see [3] and [ 151). 
Let us give now a short summary of the content of this paper. In the next 
section we recall some L*-regularity results for Eq. (1.4) in a Hilbert space 
H: other properties of aditional regularity are also demonstrated. In Section 
3 we prove the existence for each T > 0 of a solution u E L*(-t-, T; DA) f7 
W’*‘(O, T, H) of (1.2)-(1.3) when A generates an analytic semigroup 
in H, B E P(D,,F), L, E Y(D,, H), L, E P(L’(-r,, 0; DA), H) and q E 
L’(-r, 0; DA), l E F are given; in addition we give conditions on (<, r) to 
obtain a solution u of (1.2) such that U’ has the same regularity as U: this 
will enable us in Section 4 to characterize the infinitesimal generator of the 
solution operator semigroup t -+ (u(t), uI) in the product space 
F x L*(-r, 0; DA). 
The importance of this characterization (see [9]) for the study of the 
asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of (1.2)-( 1.3) is well known: this 
study will be made in a forthcoming paper. In the last section we give an 
example of a partial functional differential equation as an application of the 
preceding theory. The Appendix at the end of the paper contains the 
definitions and results on interpolation spaces which are needed in our work. 
2. L '-REGULARITY RESULTS FOR ABSTRACT PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we want to study the following abstract evolution equation 
u’(t) = Au(t) +f(t), t>O 
u(0) =x 
(2.1) 
under the assumption that fE L*(O, T, H) (where H is a Hilbert space) and 
A generates a bounded analytic semigroup in H. We will prove some 
existence, uniqueness and regularity results for (2.1) which shall enable us to 
obtain not only a global existence theorem for the strict solution (in L’) of 
our dealy-problem but also to characterize the infinitesimal generator of the 
solution operators semigroup (see Section 4). 
Let us first fix some notation. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. 9(X, Y) 
will denote the space of bounded linear operators from X to Y with the usual 
norm. X6 Y means that X is continuously embedded in Y and X rv Y is 
equivalent to X 4 Y and Y 4 X. If A: D, c X-+ X is a closed linear 
operator, D, will be regarded as a Banach space with the graph norm 
tIx/ID, = II4l + IWll. F or each A E p(A) (the resolvent set of A) we write 
(A-A)-‘=R(&A). 
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Let H be a Hilbert space with norm (1. I(. We shall make use of the 
following assumption: 
(HI) A: D, G H -+ H generates a bounded analytic semigroup eAt, t > 0. 
Hence there exist M, AI,, M, > 0 and ~9 E ]71/2, rc[ such that for t > 0 and 
IES,=(~EC,~#O,larg~I<B} wehave(see [lo]) 
Il~R(AA)/l Y(N,H) G M 
lle*‘lI iP(H,H) < MO P-2) 
IW”‘II Y(H.H) s Ml. 
Let W”**(O, T, H) (n E N) denote the Sobolev space of H-valued function on 
[O, T] with norm 
II UII Wn.*(o,T;H) = c 
k:O 
11 U(k) II:J(o,T:H,) I’** 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f E L2(0, T; H). We say that u is a solution of (2.1) 
in IO, T] (more precisely: a strict L*-solution in [O, T]) $u E L*(O, T, DA) f? 
W’,‘(O, T; H) and (2.1) is verzj?ed a.e. in [O, T]. 
As u E C(0, T, H), condition u(0) =x has the usual meaning. To 
investigate further regularity of u let us introduce an intermediate space 
between D, and H: for a collection of definitions and results on these spaces 
we refer to the appendix. 
DEFINITION 2.2. F is the Banach space defined as 
F= )nE H,i +m IIAeA’xl12 dt < co ( 
0 
with norm 
I/x/IF = llxll + (lo’m lIAe*‘xlJ* dt) I’*. 
It is known (see Appendix and [ 13, Vol. I, Theorem 3., p. 231) that we 
have 
L2(0,T;DA)nW1~*(0,T;H)=+C(0,T;F) (2.3) 
so that there exists c0 such that 
I/u/I c(o,r;F) s co II u II L~(o,T;D~)~W’.~(O,T;H) (2.4) 
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for each u E L’(O, T; DA) n W’,*(O, T; H), in particular each solution of 
(2.1) belongs to C(0, T; F). 
We prove now the announded regularity results for problem (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A verifv (Hl). 
(i) rffE L*(O, T; H), then setting 




eA *fEL*(O,T;D,) n W'**(O,T,H) 
IleA *f II L2(o,T:DA)nw’.*(o,r:H) -. I < c IlfjhO.T;H~ 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
cl = c,(M, T). 
and,(ii) I~xEF th en t + eAfx belongs to L*(O, T; DA) f? WLq2(0, T, H) 
where 
c* = sup(M, JT, 1). 
(iii) IffE L*(O, T; H) and x E F then problem (2.1) has a unique 
solution (in the sense of Definition 2.1) given by 
u(t) = eAtx + [’ eActeS)f(s) ds. 
“0 
(2.9) 
In addition we have u E C(0, T, F) and 
co’ Ilull C(O,T;F) G IIu II ~~(0.~;DR)n~‘.2(o,r;~) 
G mILq0.T:ll) + c2 IIXIIF. (2.10) 
Proof. Assertion (i) is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2 of [ 13, 
Vol. 21 (see also Appendix). 
’ If t-f(t) belongs to L*(O, T; H) we set ilf(t)ll,.+O I:Hj = Ilfli, Q~:,,). Analogous 
notations are used when L*(O, T, H) is replaced by another’skach space of functions. 
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To prove (ii) it is sufftcient o observe that 
and recall the definition 2.2 of ilxIIF. 
Part (iii) is a consequence of the well-known representation formula (2.9) 
and of (i), (ii), (2.3) and (2.4). I 
We now add two useful regularity results and representation formulas for 
the solutions of (2.1) which we will use in the sequel; they are also of 
independent interest as they give conditions on the initial data in order to 
obtain a solution which is more regular with respect to time or to space 
variables (with reference to the example (1.1)). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A uerijjj (Hl). 
(i) IffE W’32(0, T; H), x E D, and Ax +f(O) E F then the solution of 
(2.1) is such that 
u E W’*2(0, T; DA) f-’ Wzq2(0, T; H) G C’(0, T; F) (2.11) 
/IdI L*(0,T;~,l)nW’.*(0,7:H) < Cl llf’lIL’~o,T:H) + c2 IlAx +s(o)llF (2.12) 
and we have 
u’(t) = eAf(Ax +f(O)) + ji eAcres)f’(s) ds, lE [O, z-1. (2.13) 
is ,u~i)*haff E L’(O, T; DA), x E D, and Ax E F then the solution u of (2.1) 
u E L’(O, T; DAJ n W’*2(0, T; DA) (2.14) 
u, Au E C(0, P;F) (2.15) 
IIAu II L2(0.T:Da)nW’.2(o,T:H) 1 1 < c llAflLqo,T;~~ + ~2 llA-4 (2.16) 
and we have 
Au(t) = eAtAx + I’ eA”-“Af(s) ds. 
0 
(2.17) 
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Proof. IffE IV2(0, T, H) there existf, E C’(0, T; H) such thatf,, -fin 
W’*2(0, T; H). Setting 
u,,(t) = eAtx + ,f eA”f,(t - s) ds = eA’x + I’ e”“f,(O) ds 
0 0 
+ 1: eA”[f,(t - 4 -f,(O)1 ds (2.18) 
and applying Phillips’ theorem (see Kato [lo]) we deduce that 
u,, E C’(0, T, H) and 
u;(t) = eAf(Ax +f,,(O)) + f e”“f;(t - s) ds. 
0 
(2.19) 
From (2.18) and (2.19) it is evident that u, + U, u; -+ eA’(Ax +f(O)) + eA *f’ 
in L’(O, T, H) and so we get u E W1*2(0, T, H) and the representation 
formula (2.13): from which the proof of (i) can be completed by virtue of 
Theorem 2.3. 
Let us now prove (ii): as x E D, and AfE L2(0, T; H) it is easy to check 
that u(t) E D, and (2.17) is true: from this and Theorem 2.3 the conclusion 
follows. I 
Remark. IffE W’,2(0, T, Zf) andf(0) = 0 then 
(2.20) 
In fact we now have (eA *f )’ = eA *f’ and so the estimate is a consequence 
of (2.7). a 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A verifv (Hl). For each T > 0 there exists y(T) such 
that lim T-10 y(T) = 0 and such that 
lkA *f II Lqo,T;o,) G Y(T) IIflho,w 
for each f~ L ‘(0, T, F) 
(2.21) 
lIeA *f IIW~.~~O,T;DA~ < Y(T) IIfIIW~~~~O,T~F~ 
for each f E W1q2(0, T, F) verifvingf(0) = 0. 
(2.22) 
Proof. By virtue of (2.2) we have for each t > 0 
IleAf IIP(DA,DA) G MO 2 IIeAflI Y(N,DA,wO+~It-’ 
therefore by the interpolation property (A.4) of the Appendix (with A’ = I, 
DA, = H’ = DA) we have 
IleA’lI iP(F,D,) G g@> 
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where 
g(t) = 23 JM,(M, + M, t-‘) 
and ~7, is independent of t. Let us observe that, as 
gEL’(O,T;R) 
we have lim F+O 11 &O,T;R) = 0. By virtue of Young’s inequality we get 
IP *fll < L2(0,F;DA) \ 
< I/ ‘k7ll L’(o,F;R) . IlslILwl.T;~~ 
which gives (2.21) with y(T) = (1 g]lL,CO,r;RJ. Now it is easy to deduce (2.22), 
as from (i) of Theorem (2.4) we have (eA*f)’ = e* *f ‘. m 
3. GLOBAL EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS AND REGULARITY RESULTS 
In this section A is a given operator verifying (Hl) and F is the space 
defined in Definition 2.2. We will set (for each r > 0) 
<?%-L2(-r,0;DA) (3.1) 
<x; = W’32(-r, 0; DA). (3.2) 
We assume also that the following operators are given: 
(H2) B E P(D, , F). 
(H3) L,EY(D,,H). 
(H4) L, E P’(oK H). 
Their norm will be simply indicated by I/. /I when no confusion arises. 
The problem which we will study can be formulated as follows: find 
U: l-r, r] + H such that 
u’(t) =Au(t) + Bu(t) + L,u(t -r) + L,u,, t E [0, T] a.e. 
u(0) =x; u(t) = v(t), t E [-r, 0) a.e. 
(3.3) 
where T, r > 0 and (x, y) E F x A? are given. Here we used the following 
classical notation (see 191): if u: [--r, T] + H then for each t E [O, T] we 
define the function uI: [--r, 0] + H as 
ut(@ = u(t + e>, -r<s<o. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A function u E L2(--r, T, DA) 17 W1,2(0, T, II) verifying 
(3.3) is called a solution of (3.3) in [-r, T]. By virtue of (2.3) we have 
u E C(0, T; F). 
It is a well-known fact that it is necessary to give the initial data (x, y) in 
a product space when (3.3) is studied in Lz-spaces. 
As an example of L, satisfying (H4) we consider 
!’ 
0 
L,u = a(B) &u(B) d0 
--I (3.4) 
for u E R. Here a E L2(-r, 0; R) and z, E .ip(D, , H) are given. In this case 
we have 
llL211 G II4 ll~Cll. (3.5) 
In the last section we will give an example in which A, B, L, and z, are 
partial differential operators. 
Before proving the existence of the solution of (3.3) we shall state some 
simple properties of the shift operator in L2-spaces which will be useful in 
the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If u E L2(-r, T, DA) then the following properties 
hold: 
(1) t + u, belongs to C(0, T, SF). 
(2) (j-6 u, ds)(B) = s:, u(s + 0) ds. 
(3) j$u,dsE&fort,,t,E 1&T], 
(4) II~,IIL~(o,T;x, < n I141L~~-r,T;DA). 
If u E W’*2(-r, T, DA), in addition we have: 
(5) t --+ u, belongs to C’(0, T;R) and (u,)’ = u;. 
(6) Il~tllw;~~~o,~:x, G v@ II~IIw~.~~-r,~;~,~~ 
Proof. (1) is easy to verify and (2) is a consequence of Theorem 17 of 
[6, 1981. By virtue of (2) we have 
(j;; u,ds) (B)=jl’u(s+B)ds=j;+’ u(o)do-j;+‘u(o)du; 
fl 
as u E L2(-r, T, DA) property (3) follows. (4) is a consequence of the 
estimate 
I,’ II u,ll% = JOT dt j”, II u(t + U;, de < I,; dt ,I, II WI& ds 
= Tlbllt~~-r,~;~~~~ 
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If u E W192(-r, T; DA) we have ~(t + 0) - u(B) = (b u’(s + 0) ds, BE l-r, O], 
t E 10, T], i.e., U, - u0 = {i (u’), ds, from which (5) follows. Estimate (6) is a 
consequence of (4) and (5). i 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (Hl )-(H4) hold. Given (x, y) E F x 2+, there exists a 
unique solution u of (3.3) in I--r, T] for each T > 0. Moreover we have 
Ilull < C3(114IF + IlYllz~ L~(O,T:D,)nW’,2(o,T:H) ‘. (3.6) 
where cj depends on T,M;M,,M,,((B(I,l(L,((and [(L,((. 
ProoJ We shall use a fixed point argument (in the space L*(O, T; 0,)) 
for the integrated version of (3.3), i.e., 
u(tj = eA’x + 1’ eA(‘-s)lBu(s) + L,u(s - r) + L,u,] ds (3.7) 
‘0 
and then a step by step method to get the global solution. 
Let us fix T E 10, r[ such that 
P = 14’7 IlBll + cl fi liL2ll < 1. (3.8) 
Given 1.7 E L *(O, T; DA) we shall denote by u the function of L ‘(-r, T; D,,,) 
defined as 
t E I-r, O] a.e. 
t E 10, T] a.e. (3.9) 
and define a function Sk as follows (note that T < r): 
(&X)(t) = eA’x + eA(t--S)[Bii(s) + L, y(s - r) + L,u,] ds. (3.10) 
We have 
II% Lqo,r;F) G IIBII . ~~%o,T:D.~) 
IlLI Y(S - rIIL~(O,T;H~ < IL, II . llYIIL2~-r,0;D,~ 
and see (4) of Proposition 3.2) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
II~*%llL~(o,T;H, G IMI v+ l141L+rJ:DA, (3.13) 
so that, as x E F, we deduce from Theorem 2.3 that Sri E L*(O, T, DA) f? 
W’,*(O, T; H); moreover to obtain a solution of (3.3) in [-r, T] it is 
necessary and sufficient to find ti E L*(O, T; DA) such that U = SU. To this 
end we will show that S is a contraction of modulus p (given by (3.8)) on 
L2(0, T; DA). 
409/102/l-4 
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Let us take zit,, ziz E L’(O, T; DA) and define U, and uz as in (3.9). By 
virtue of (2.21), (2:7), (3.8), (3.11) and (3.13) we have 
lIsti - sti211L2(0,FiD~) l < jo;e /I acr-s~B(zTl(s)  S (s)) ds I/ L:(O.F:DA) 
+ J: II 
eA(f--S)L2(uIS - uzs) ds 11 
L,Z(O.F:D,) 
and so S is a contraction and (3.3) has a unique solution u in I-r, T]. 
To investigate the dependence of u on the initial data (x, y), let us write 
(3.7) when t E [0, T]: 
U(t) = e*‘x i- (’ ea(-[L, y(s - I) + L,u,] ds + (’ eAc’-S)Bu(s) ds. 
0 0 
From (2.8), (2.7), (2.21) and (3.11) we get 
II 4 L~~o,f;D~~nW”~(O,T;H~ -. cc2 IIXIIF + Cl llL,Y(S - r) + ~z~,IlL~(o,~;H) 
+ YV) IP II II %~O,T:Da~ 
so that by (3.12) and (3.13) 
with 
II fill < PIuxllF + Ilullx> L2(0,~:Da)nwl.2(o,T:H) 1 (3.14) 
P, = (1 -PI-’ [c2 + C,Wlll + llL,Il vm. (3.15) 
To conclude the proof of our theorem it will be sufftcient o show that our 
solution can be extended to the interval [-v, 27’1 and that an estimate similar 
to (3.14) holds (in the same interval). 
Let us first remark that if u is a solution of (3.3) in an interval 
[-r, t, + t2] with t,, t, > 0 then when t E [tl, t, + t,] we have 
u(t) = e A(t-%4(tJ + jf eA’f-S’[Bu(s)+L,u(s-r)+L,u,]ds (3.16) 
II 
or equivalently for t E [0, t,] 
u(t, + t) = Pu(t,) + j; eact-s)[Bu(t, +s) +L,u(t, +s -r) +Lzul,+SJ ds, 
(3.17) 
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this means that f -+ ~(2, + t) is a solution of (3.3) in [-r, tz] with initial data 
x = I and y = z+, .
Conversely let y* be a solution of (3.3) in [-Y, ti] and U* the solution of 
(3.3) in I-Y, T] with initial data x = y*(t,) and y =v,T. If we set 
(3.18) 
then u is a solution of (3.3) in I--r, f, + T], i.e., verfies (3.17) as it is easy to 
check; hence by taking t, = T we obtain a solution of (3.3) in l--r, 2T]. 
To get estimate (3.6) we shall make use of (3.14) and of the property 
stated after formula (3.17) to obtain from (3.14) 
with 
P, =P1 +/al + co) 
which proves estimate (3.6) also in the interval [0, 2T]. So the proof is 
complete. I 
In the next section we will need to know conditions on the initial data 
(x,~) which guarantee that the derivative of the solution u of (3.3) has the 
same regularity as U. These conditions shall enable us to characterize the 
infinitesimal generator of the solutions operator semigroup. 
THEOREM 3.4. If (x, y) E D, X &, y(0) = x and* Ax + Bx + L, y(-r) + 
L,y E F then the solution of (3.3) given by Theorem 3.3 belongs to 
W’~*(-r, T; DA) f’ W*~*(O, T; H) E C’(0, T; F) 
for each T > 0. 
’ For simplicity in notation we do not eliminate in the next sum the term BX which 
obviously belongs to F. 
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Proof. In correspondence to the T given by (3.8) let us consider the 
following closed subset of W1*2(0, T; DA) 
K = (U E w1*2(o, T; D,), IT(O) = x) 
and for a given ~7 E K, define u E WiS2(-r, T; DA) by means of (3.9). We 
will show that S, defined in (3.10), is a contraction in K. It is easy to check 
by using (5) of Proposition 3.2 that setting 
f(s>=Ba(s)+L,y(s-r)+L,u,, O<s<T 
we have fE W’~*(O, T, H) and Ax +f(O) E F. From (i) of Theorem 2.4 we 
conclude that S(K) E K and also that S(C) E W2S2(0, T; H). Take now 
6,) ti2 E W1’2(0, T; DA) and define ui and u2 as in (3.9). We obtain from 
(2.22), (2.12), the remark after Theorem 2.4 and (6) of Proposition 3.2 that 
where p is given by (3.8). Now to obtain our conclusion we can proceed as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 1 
Remark. The results obtained in this section can be easily generalized to 
the case in which L, is sublinear and continuous and B, L, nonlinear and 
Lipschitz continuous. Also the term L, u(t - r) in (3.3) could be replaced by 
L,u(t - ri) with 0 < ri < r. 
4. THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR OF 
THE SOLUTION OPERATORS SEMIGROUP 
In this section we will suppose that (HI)-(H4) hold. From the results of 
Theorem 3.3 we can associate to each (x, u) E F X Z the unique solution 
U: [-r,co[+H of (3.3); as u,EL’(-r,O;DA) and u,(O)EF for t>O we 
can define in the space 
Z=FxX (4.1) 
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the following linear operator (depending on the parameter t 2 0) 
S(t): z + z 
z = (x, y) E z --f S(t)z = (u(t), UJ I 
(4.2) 
where u is the solution of (3.3) with initial data (x, y): for this reason S(t) is 
called a solution operator. 
We shall investigate now the properties of S(t): more precisely we show 
that t -+ S(t) is a semigroup and we will characterize its infinitesimal 
generator. 
THEOREM 4.1. The family t -+ S(t) is a strongly continuous emigroup on 
Z, i.e., 
(i) S(t) E QVC Z>, 
(ii) S(0) = I, S(t + s) = S(t) S(s), 
(iii) lim,,,+ S(t)z = z, z E Z. 
Proox From (2.4) and (3.6) we have, for each z E Z and t > 0, 
II S(f)z IL < II f4>llF f II u IILz(l--r,l;D,~ < co II 24 lIL’(0,t:DA)nW’.2(0,t;H) 
+ lI~IIL2(1-r,I;DA) < cxco + l>(llXllF -t 
where cj depends on t. 
Property (ii) is a consequence of the statement after 
/ ro 
II Y II,?) 
(3.17). Finally, as 
\ l/2 
II S@>z - z Ilz G II w - XII, + (J -r II 4t + 0) - 4~)lli, yj 
the conclusion follows because u E C(0, T, J) n L2(--r, T, DA) for each 
T>O. 1 
We give now the characterization of the infinitesimal generator of S(t) 
A:D,GZ+Z (4.3 ) 
by proving the following result 
THEOREM 4.2. The injinitesimal generator (4.3) of the semigroup (4.2) is 
given by 
D,,={(x,y)EZ,y(O)=x,yE&,Ax+Bx+L,y(-r)+L,yEFl 
Az=(Ax+Bx+L,y(--r)+L,y,y’) if z=(x,y)ED,. I 
(4.4 ) 
Note that if (x, y) E D, then x E D,. 
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Proof The assertion will be proved if we show that D, is a core for /1 
and that /i is closed. By virtue of Theorem 1.9 of [4] it wll be sufficient to 
show that: 
(i) D, is invariant under S(t) for each t > 0, 
(ii) D, is dense in Z, 
(iii) each z E D, belongs to the domain of the infinitesimal generator 
of S(t). 
(iv) /i: D, c Z’+ Z is closed. 
These facts will result from the following propositions: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For each t > 0 we have S(t) D, c D,. 
Proof. If (x,~) E D, and u is the solution of problem (3.3) with initial 
data (x,y), then for each T > 0 we get u E I+“‘*(--Y, T; D,)nC’(O, T; F) 
from Theorem 3.4. As uI E W’**(-r, 0; DA), u,(O) = u(t) and Au,(O) + 
Bu,(O) + L 1 uf(-r) + L, u, = u’(t) E F we have (u(t), UJ E D, . 
PROPOSITION 4.4. D, is dense in Z. 
Proof. As s(t) is strongly continuous, we have lim,,, E-’ IS S(s)z ds = z 
for each z E Z. Hence it will be sufficient to prove that 
j; S(s)z ds = ii,” u(s) ds, .i’,” u, ds) E D, (4.5) 
for each E > 0. 





(j: u,ds) (0)= j: u(s)ds. 
Moreover 
because u E C(0, E: F) n W1~2(0, E; H). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If z = (x, y) E D, then we have 
lim S(t>z - ’ 
t 
=Az=(Ax+Bx+L,y(-r)+L,y,y’). (4.6) f-to+ 
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Proof: Let (x,y)ED,: as UEC’(O,T,F) for each T>O and u(O)=x 
we have 
F- lim 
u(t) - x 
t =u’(O)=Ax+Bx+L,y(-r)+L,y. (4.7) 1+0+ 
Moreover, as u E W’.‘(--r, T, DA) for each T > 0 we can write for 
0 E [-r, 0] and t > 0 
(5y2) (e)=fJ;+s u’(s)ds. 
As u’ E L2(-r, T, DA) for each T > 0 we obtain 
2 
u’(s) ds - u’(0) d0 = 0 
D .f 
hence from (4.8) we deduce 
(4.8) 
,;%“- lim !!!+!!=yf. (4.10) 
t+o+ 
The conclusion now follows because (4.7) and (4.10) are equivalent to 
(4.6). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.6. A: D, E Z + Z is a closed operator. 
Proof. Let us take 
z, = (x, 3 Y,> E D,h 
such that 
z,+z=(x,y) in Z 
and 
AZ n+~=(~I~) in Z. 
From (4.12) and (4.13) we deduce 
YE<6 and y’ = v. 
This implies 
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and so 
Y,(O) = X” + Y(O) in D, 
Y,(-r> + Y(-r) in D,. I 
From (4.12) we deduce 
x = y(0). 
By virtue of (4.16), (4.17) and (4.15) we have 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Ax,+Bx,+L,y,(-r)+Ly,+Ax+Bx+L,y(--r)+L,y in H. (4.18) 
Now from (4.13) 
Ax, + Bx, + L 1 y,(+) + LY,, -+ u in F. 




Now (4.14), (4.17), (4.20) imply z E D,, and (4.14), (4.20) yield AZ = w, 
hence A is a closed operator. 1 
5. EXAMPLE 
We want to give here an application of the abstract results given in the 
preceding sections. To avoid the use of deeper esults on interpolation theory 
we will limit ourselves to the simplest (but nontrivial) example of partial 
differential equation with delay. 
Let fl be a bounded set of R” with “regular” boundary an. Set 
H = L*(Q), with the usual inner product 
D, = @$‘(Q) = {u E WzT2(Q), u = 0 on an} 
Au=Au for u E D, 
so that A verifies (Hl). 
(5.1) 
It can be shown (see Theorem 7.5 of [7]) that 
F = W~q2(fl) = {u E W’,‘(l2), u = 0 on ~%2} 
II * IIF LX II . Ilw’Jw~- 
(5.2) 
Let 
(Bu)(x) = 5 b;(X) u.r,(X) + C(X) u(X) 
i=l 
(5.3) 
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be a first-order differential operator with bounded and smooth coefficients 
defined on Q. In addition let 
hi(X) = 0 for x E XJ, i = l,..., n. (5.4) 
Then B verifies (H2). Now if we set 
L, =A (5.5) 
obviously (H3) is satisfied. To define L, let us take (for r > 0) 
a E L*(-r,O; W) (5.6) 
and set 
Z,=A. 
Then we know from Section 3 that L,: R-+ H, defined as 
(5.7) 
L,u = 
I ’ a(B) L2u(i9) dt’ (5.8) --r 
verities (H4). 
With these definitions and properties we can apply Theorem 3.3 and 
obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R s RR” be a bounded set with “regular” boundary, 
hi(x) and c(x) smooth and bounded functions on Q and a E L*(-r, 0; R) 
(where r > 0 is given). Given T > 0, q E FV’~‘(l2) verzjjying u, = 0 on 3R and 
u,(t, x): [-r, 0) X l2 + R such that t + u,(t, .) belongs to L’(-r, 0; l@‘(Q)) 
there exists a unique u: (t, x) --t u(t, x), [-r, T] x R -+ R such that t--t u(t, .) 
belongs to L*(-r, T; @i*‘(Q)) n W’**(O, T; L*(R)) and verifies 
Ut(4 X) = du(4 x> + 5 b,(x) U,,(t, X) + C(X) u(t, x) + du(t - r, x) 
i=l 
+1O a(B) du(t + 8, x) d0 for t E [0, T] and x E l2 a.e. (5.9) -r 
u(O, x) = v(x), XEQ; u(t, x) = 0, t E [O, T], x E ~3’2 (5.10) 
u(4 x> = u,(t, x), for t E [-r, 0] and x E R ae. (5.11) 
In addition the following estimate holds: 
II a *>I1 L~(o,~:w~.*(n))nw~~~(o,r;t2o) -. 3 < c wPllwlJ(n) + Iluok ~~lIL2(-~,O:W2.2(R))~ 
where c3 depends on T. 
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APPENDIX 
We want to summarize here the definitions and results concerning the 
intermediate spaces used in this paper. 
Let A: D, C_ H--t H generate a bounded analytic semigroup eAf in the 
Banach space H and define the following intermediate spaces between D, 
and H: 
F1={xEH,x=u(0+),u~L2(R,,D,)fW”~‘(lF?+,H)} with norm 
IlXllF, = u($fn suP(I]~IILz(R+,D,)~ Il4IW1.2(R+Jf)) 64.1) 
F,= {xEH,t+t-’ (e”‘x -x) is in L*(lR + , H)} with norm 
II-41Ft=I141H+ ci,”t-* lle”‘x-xllh~~)1’2 (A-2) 
F,={xEH,t+AeA’xisinL2(lR+,H)} with norm 
The first two spaces were introduced by Lions in [ 121, where it was also 
proved that F, N_ F,. In Theorem 3.5.3 of Butzer and Berens [2] it is shown 
that F, N F,. The space F introduced in Definition 2.2 is F,. In Lions and 
Magenes’ book [ 131 another space is used, indicated by [D, , H] 1,2 (where H 
is a Hilbert space): by virtue of Theorem 10.1 of [ 13, Vol. 11, it is equivalent 
to F,. 
It can be shown that for each i = 1,2,3 we have 
hence Fi is an intermediate space between D, and H. But every F, is also an 
interpolation space, as the following property holds: 
if A ‘: D, , C_ H’ + H’ has the same property as A and F; are defined as Fi 
then L E P(DA, D, ,) n ie(H, H’) implies L E P(Fi, F;) and 
where Ci are independent of L. 
It is important o observe that D, is dense in Fi and that D, = D, I implies 
FiEFFf. 
For the proofs and more details see Butzer and Berens [2], Grisvard [8], 
Lions and Peetre [ 141 and Triebel [ 171. 
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